Kuwaiti artist presents his work in Turkey

Ashkanani is affiliated with several fine art associations and has achieved many certificates and awards from the participation in international and private ones in the UAE and Kuwait.

In a statement to KUNA, Kuwaiti artist Saleh Yoon to receive artists from Europe and Asia.

The Kuwaiti artist presented his paintings for a charitable cause.

Some participants from the workshop pose for a photograph.

KUWAIT CITY, Nov 25: (KUNA) - Kuwaiti artist Saleh Yoon to receive artists from Europe and Asia.
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In a statement to KUNA, Ashkanani was presented at a workshop in a safe manner.

He also explained that all artists received two of their paintings during the workshop.

KUWAIT CITY: (KUNA) - KCCI Declaration.

KUNA photos

KUWAIT CITY Nov 25: The Kuwaiti Chamber of Commerce & Industry declared that the Chamber will start membership renewal of the companies as usual for the year (2019) from Dec 2, 2018 onwards.

They also discussed radiologic issues, stressing the importance of achieving medical information systems in addition to the biological adequacy of such medical procedures.

The conference was held in collaboration with JACNMMI, and is aimed to discuss the imaging core curriculum and develop protocols that could be used for the establishment and provision of nuclear medicine curricula.

JACNMMI participates in int’l forum on nuclear medicine technology

By Taha Odah

Kuwait adopts policy aimed at ‘cementing bonds’ of families
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KUWAIT CITY Nov 25: (KUNA) - Kuwait Association of Surgeons holds conference on Safe Surgery.

Some participants from the workshop pose for a photograph.

The Kuwait medical delegation from the Jaber Al-Ahmad Center for Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging, photographed at the UNE ICE Conference of Nuclear Medicine Technicians in Dubai.

DUBAI Nov 25, (KUNA): A Kuwait medical delegation from Jaber Al-Ahmad Center for Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging (JACNMMI) participated in the Emirates International Conference of Nuclear Medicine Technologists held on Saturday in Dubai.

The members may also renew their annual membership and all the authentication through our newly-established payment portal at eauc.org.oa.
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DUBAI Nov 25, (KUNA): A Kuwait medical delegation from Jaber Al-Ahmad Center for Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging (JACNMMI) participated in the Emirates International Conference of Nuclear Medicine Technologists held on Saturday in Dubai.

Head of the Deba Nuclear Medi- cine Center Dr. Fahad Al-Baloushi told KUNA that this conference was mainly concerned with various medical issues.

He also explained that all artists received two of their paintings during the workshop.
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In a statement to KUNA, Ashkanani said that his artistic works were presented through a projector at the workshop.

He added, “I also presented my doc- trine of radiation in a safe manner.
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